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tiou. He is very impatient, but sooner quiet than at first: and a tear in. one eye anxl a smile in the other is usually to be seen. His great delight lately has been picking up mushrooms in the fields and filling his basket."
It was in October that my mother moved from the Rectory to Lime — our own dear home for the next iive-and-twenty years. Those who visit Hurstmon-ceaux now can hardly imagine Lime as it then was, all is so changed. The old white gabled house, with clustered chimneys and roofs rich in colour, rose in a brilliant flower garden sheltered on every side by trees, and separated in each direction by several fields from the highroad or the lanes. On the side towards the Rectory, a drive between close walls of laurel led to the old-fashioned porch which opened into a small low double hall. Tlte double drawing-room and the (lining-room, admirably proportioned, though small, looked across the lawn, and one of the great glistening pools which belonged to an old monastery (once on the site of the house), and which lay at the foot of a very steep bank carpeted with primroses in spring. "Beyond the pool was our high field, over which the stumpy spire of the church could be seen, at about a mile and a half distant, cutting the silver line, of the sea. The castle was in a hollow farther still and not visible. On the right of the lawn a grass walk behind a shrubbery looked out upon the wide expanse of Pevensey Level with its ever-varying lights and shadows, and was sheltered by the immensely tall abele trees, known as "the Five Sisters of Lime/' which tossed their weird arms, gloaming silver-white, far into the sky, and were a

